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Using the infinite density matrix renormalization group method on an infinite cylinder geometry,
we characterize the 1/3 fractional Chern insulator state in the Haldane honeycomb lattice model at
ν = 1/3 filling of the lowest band and check its stability. We investigate the chiral and topological
properties of this state through (i) its Hall conductivity, (ii) the topological entanglement entropy,
(iii) the U(1) charge spectral flow of the many body entanglement spectrum, and (iv) the charge of
the anyons. In contrast to numerical methods restricted to small finite sizes, the infinite cylinder
geometry allows us to access and characterize directly the metal to fractional Chern insulator tran-
sition. We find indications it is first order and no evidence of other competing phases. Since our
approach does not rely on any band or subspace projection, we are able to prove the stability of the
fractional state in the presence of interactions exceeding the band gap, as has been suggested in the
literature. As a by-product we discuss the signatures of Chern insulators within this technique.

I. INTRODUCTION.

The goal of completely understanding and experimen-
tally realizing fractional Chern insulator (FCI) states1–8,
analogues of the fractional quantum Hall states9 that do
not require external magnetic fields, is by now a deep
open problem in condensed matter physics10–16. There
are several promising proposals for experimentally real-
izing FCI states, including the possibility of accessing
this state in strained graphene17 and in cold atomic18,
molecular19 or periodically driven systems20. Nonethe-
less, there are still fundamental open questions regarding
the emergence and stability of this state, mainly due to
the fact that most of the current understanding of FCI
states stems from the exact diagonalization (ED) of small
clusters. Accessing larger cluster sizes and thereby clear
signatures of the putative FCI state within ED often in-
volves a truncation of the large Hilbert space to focus
only on a small, physically relevant subspace. This is
most commonly achieved by projecting the Hamiltonian
to the partially filled band1,6 or by tracing over some
degrees of freedom21, assumed a priori to be physically
irrelevant. This has proven to be a successful strategy in
revealing the hallmarks of the FCI state such as the topo-
logical ground state (GS) degeneracy on the torus and the
fractional Hall conductivity22,23, among others. Intrigu-
ingly, there has also been numerical evidence supporting
the idea that even when departing from the Landau level
paradigm the FCI state is still robust. Within ED, it has
been shown to survive even when considering bands with
a finite band dispersion24–26, higher Chern numbers27–33,
and even allowing for the interaction energy scale to ex-
ceed single particle band gaps2,13,15,21. The question of
whether these conventional and unconventional features
survive in the thermodynamic limit, as well as the na-
ture of phase transitions from the FCI into neighbouring
phases is still open.
In this work, we study a fermionic FCI at filling 1/3

on an infinite cylinder using the infinite density matrix
renormalization group (iDMRG) method35–37. We char-

Figure 1. (Color online) (a) Honeycomb lattice on an infinite
cylinder with an L-site (L = 2Ly) circumference implemented
in iDMRG. (b) Hopping conventions for the Haldane model34

used in this work. (c) Band structure for the Haldane model
with optimal band flatness ratio of the lower band (∼ 1/7),
achieved with cos(φ) = t1/(4t2) = 3

√
3/43 (φ = 0.65) and

m = 0.

acterize the topological properties of the FCI phase and
study its stability. Furthermore, we report numerical ev-
idence revealing the first order character of the phase
transition from the FCI into a metallic state, occurring
when interactions are of the order of the band width and
find no evidence of other competing orders. Compared
to ED, the iDMRG algorithm offers the advantage that
we can consider systems of size Lx × Ly unit cells with
Lx being in the thermodynamic limit and Ly larger than
what is tractable by ED. Furthermore, we can conve-
niently probe topological properties of the state and its
quasiparticles, namely the topological entanglement en-
tropy (EE)38–40, entanglement spectrum (ES)41 and the
quasiparticle charges42,43 encoded in the MPS represen-
tation of the wave function. Indeed, this method in its
finite and infinite versions, has been recently shown to be
remarkably successful in describing the topological prop-
erties of fractional quantum Hall (FQH) states43 and re-
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alizations of the Z2 quantum spin liquid44, chiral spin
liquid45 and bosonic FCI states40,46,47. The success of
iDMRG for 2D systems relies on having low enough en-
tanglement and short correlation lengths, a requirement
which is commonly met by gapped systems.

II. MODEL.

The Haldane model for spinless fermions with nearest-
neighbor interactions has the form34

H = H0 +HV , (1a)

H0 = −
∑
ij

tijc
†
i cj +

∑
i

m (nA,i − nB,i) , (1b)

HV = V1

∑
〈ij〉

nA,inB,j . (1c)

The non interacting part H0, is defined on the honey-
comb lattice shown in Fig. 1(b) on the infinite cylinder
of circumference L = 2Ly in Fig. 1(a). Electrons are
created by c(†)i = a

(†)
i , b

(†)
i with nc,i = c†i ci in each of two

interpenetrating triangular lattices A and B spanned
by the lattice vectors a1,2 = a(3/2,±3/2), where a
is the lattice constant. Hopping is allowed to nearest
and next-nearest neighbors (NN and NNN) sites with
amplitudes t〈ij〉 = t1 ∈ R and t〈〈ij〉〉 = t2e

±iφ ∈ C
respectively, where ±φ is the phase acquired by an
electron hopping between atoms in the same sublattice
with the sign given by the direction of the arrows in
Fig. 1(b). The staggered chemical potential m controls
the phase transition from a CI with Chern number
C = 1 to a trivial insulator with C = 034. The band
structure for this Hamiltonian in the CI phase is shown
in Fig. 1(c) for the parameters that optimize the flatness
ratio for the lower band, given in the figure caption.
The interaction term HV is a NN short-range repul-
sive interaction represented by a shaded oval in Fig. 1(b).

We obtain the matrix product state (MPS) repre-
sentation of the GS variationally using the iDMRG
method35–37. We represent the Hamiltonian using a ma-
trix product operator (MPO) representation37,43. The
iDMRG algorithm finds iteratively an efficient repre-
sentation of the ground state using a Schmidt decom-
position of the system into two half infinite cylinders
and truncates it at a given (bond) dimension χ. The
Schmidt decomposition at a bond is given by |ψ〉 =∑
α Λα |αL〉⊗|αR〉, where Λα and

∣∣αL/R〉 are the Schmidt
coefficients and left and right Schmidt states respectively.
Importantly, such decomposition gives straightforward
access to the entanglement properties. Note that the
Schmidt values are directly related to the eigenvalues
of the reduced density matrix, i.e, ρL/Rα = Λ2

α and the
Schmidt states are the corresponding eigenstates. The
von-Neumann entanglement entropy SVN and the entan-
glement spectrum {εα}41 can be obtained by means of
the relations SVN = −∑α Λ2

α log
(
Λ2
α

)
and Λ2

α = e−εα ,

respectively. Due to its faster numerical convergence, we
will also find it useful to study the infinite Renyi entropy
defined by S∞ = − log

(
max

[
Λ2
α

])
. Before discussing

our results, let us note that, as in the FQH case43, we
take advantage of the U(1) charge conservation symme-
try of the Hamiltonian, which is also a symmetry of ρL/R.
Thus the entanglement spectrum can be resolved further
into distinct U(1) charge sectors QLα ∈ Z where QLα label
the U(1) charges of the left Schmidt states.

III. HALL CONDUCTIVITY AND SPECTRAL
FLOW OF THE CI AND FCI STATES.

The hallmark of the CI (FCI) state is the integer (frac-
tional) quantization of the Hall conductivity σH . This
quantity can be written as an average of the Berry cur-
vature over boundary conditions48

σH = e2

2πh

´
dΦxdΦy∇×A(Φx,Φy), (2)

where Φx (Φy) is the phase an electron acquires when
a flux threads the cylinder in the x (y) direction and
A(Φ) = −i

〈
ΨΦ

0

∣∣ ∂Φ

∣∣ΨΦ
0

〉
is the Berry connection com-

puted from the GS wave function on the torus
∣∣ΨΦ

0

〉
for a

flux Φ = (Φx,Φy). In principle, calculating σH involves
repeatedly solving for the GS in a 2D discrete flux grid.
However, iDMRG offers a great simplification49. Fixing
the flux through the cylinder Φy, the U(1) Berry phase
for one quantum of flux insertion in Φx is computed from
the entanglement spectrum as

eiγ(Φy) = exp
[
2πi

∑
α

Λ2
α(Φy)QLα(Φy)

]
. (3)

Then, computing (2) reduces to σH =
e2

2πh

´ 2π

0
dΦy∂Φyγ(Φy) = e2

h γ(Φy)|2π0 49. The flux Φy
threading through the cylinder is implemented in the
MPO Hamiltonian by twisting the boundary conditions
such that the electrons pick up a phase eiΦy when
circling around the cylinder. Previous ED calculations22
have obtained σH either directly from Eq. (2), requiring
a summation over excited states as well as an averaging
over topologically distinct GS, or by computing the vor-
ticity of the integrand of (2) directly through knowledge
of the ground-state for different twist angles13. Within
the iDMRG framework σH is computed in practice
solely from the GS wave function at Φy = 0, 2π. Note
that from the definition of the reduced density matrix,
the exponent in Eq. (3) is actually 2πi

〈
QL(Φy)

〉
, where〈

QL(Φy)
〉
is the charge polarization modulo 1 across a

cut at fixed x when flux Φy threads the cylinder. As we
adiabatically insert a flux Φy, the latter quantity counts
the number of charges crossing the entanglement cut9.
In Fig. 2(a) we show

〈
QL(Φy)

〉
for both the non-

interacting trivial and CI cases at half filling for a
cylinder with L = 650. The trivial insulator with C = 0
(top blue) has no charge pumping after one flux quantum
and thus σH = 0. On the other hand, the CI state
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with C = 1 shows that, after the insertion of one flux
quantum, there is exactly one unit charge pumped across
the boundary. By computing (2) as described above,
we find an accurate quantization to σH;iDMRG = e2/h.
Alternatively, we can visualize the charge pumping
through the many-body ES {εα} shown in Fig. 2(b).
As mentioned above, the ES can be decomposed into
different U(1) corresponding to charge quantum numbers
QLα. For a CI state, the adiabatic flux insertion must
shift the ES by one charge sector after a single flux
quantum is inserted, signalling that a unit charge has
been pumped from left to right (or viceversa)51. We
find exactly such spectral flow numerically, shown in
Fig. 2(b). The calculation of the Hall conductivity and
the spectral flow for the CI state obtained from iDMRG
represents our first novel result.

Having understood the signatures of the CI state in
iDMRG, we now address the existence and stability of
the FCI state in a ν = 1/3 filled band of Hamiltonian
Eq. (1a). For concreteness we focus first on the model
with optimized parameters, i.e., we choose the optimal
bottom band flatness ratio depicted in Fig. 1(c) and
first set V1 = t1, which exceeds the band width of
the lower band W ≈ 0.31t1 but is smaller than the
band gap ∆ ≈ 1.7t1. In Fig. 2(c), we show

〈
QL(Φy)

〉
and the entanglement spectrum as a function of flux
Φy for up to three flux periods for a cylinder with
circumference L = 12 and χ = 500. From this plot,
it is apparent that the GS wave-function obtained by
iDMRG pumps one electron through the cut only upon
insertion of three flux quanta. We find that the Hall
conductivity is σH;iDMRG ≈ 0.33e2/h, consistent with
a 1/3 Laughlin-FCI state. Furthermore, the zero flux
ES structure is shifted by one U(1) particle sector only
upon inserting three flux quanta [see Fig. 2(d)], which
provides evidence for a fractional charge pumping per
cycle. We have checked convergence by confirming that
larger values of χ give identical results. We emphasize
that these results provide direct evidence for the charge
pumping and entanglement spectral flow of an FCI state,
not previously addressed with exact diagonalization.

IV. CHARACTERIZATION OF TOPOLOGICAL
ORDER IN THE FCI STATE.

The iDMRG gives direct access to a topological char-
acterization of the FCI state42,43,46. For a topologically
ordered state the finite size scaling of both SVN and
S∞ satisfies the area law S = cL − γi, with a non-
universal constant c but the same topological contribu-
tion γi = log

√∑
j d

2
j − log(di) where di are the quan-

tum dimensions of the different quasiparticles labelled
by i38,39. For the abelian 1/3 Laughlin state, di = 1

∀i = 1, 2, 3 and thus γ = log
√

3 ∼ 0.54938,39. We show
in Fig. 3(c) that the extrapolation of the finite size scal-
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Figure 2. (Color online) (a) Charge pumping after one flux
insertion for a half-filled trivial insulator on a cylinder with
L = 6 and m 6= 0, t2 = 0 and χ = 200 (blue upper curve)
and a CI with m = 0, φ 6= 0, t2 6= 0 and χ = 400 (lower
green curve). The bond dimension was chosen large enough
to represent the groundstate for this size52. (b) Entangle-
ment spectrum evolution as a function of flux for the CI. The
spectrum is shifted by a unit charge after one flux quantum
has been adiabatically inserted. Different charge sectors QL

are color coded. In (c) and (d) we show the charge pumping
and ES for the 1/3 filled lower band of the Haldane model
after three flux insertions for L = 12 and χ = 500. In this
case σH;iDMRG ∼ 0.33e2/h per flux quantum and the ES is
shifted by a unit charge only after three flux quanta have been
adiabatically inserted.

ing of S is indeed in good agreement with this predic-
tion resulting in γiDMRG = 0.50, 0.587 for SVN and S∞,
respectively53.

Using the adiabatic flux insertion, we can probe all
three topologically degenerate FCI GS (minimally en-
tangled states) since they evolve continuously into one
another every flux period. Thus, the three distinct
topologically equivalent GS occur at Φy = 2πm with
m = 0, 1, 2. Because of translational symmetry Ty of
the cylinder, we can assign momentum quantum num-
bers to Schmidt states46,54 [see Fig. 3 (b)]. We notice
that the ES of all three GS have the characteristic count-
ing of the edge conformal field theory (CFT), further
confirming the topological nature of the state38,41. The
access to all three GS enables us to extract the quasipar-
ticle charge qa of the Laughlin state anyons42,43. The-
oretically, the quasiparticle charges can be written as
qa = (a + 1/2)/3 = {1/2, 1/6,−1/6} mod 143 where
a = {1, 0,−1} labels the anyons and the 1/2 factor
takes into account the π phase that is due to the pe-
riodic boundary conditions of the physical fermions. Nu-
merically we can find the corresponding charges by not-
ing that with each inserted flux quantum an anyon is
pumped through a given cut. Thus we can directly
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read off from Fig. 2(c) the quasiparticle charge from
qm =

〈
QL(Φy)

〉
|Φy=2πm = 0.5, 0.154,−0.154 which are

in close agreement with those expected theoretically (see
Appendix A for further details).

V. STABILITY OF THE FCI STATE AND THE
METAL TO FCI TRANSITION.

An important advantage of the iDMRG method is that
we can obtain relatively large system sizes without sub-
space projection. This enables us to study the emergence
and stability of the FCI state under decreasing/increasing
V1 in the presence of band mixing 2,13,21. Importantly, we
will also address the character of the transition between
the FCI state and possible competing orders, an issue
not previously discussed in the literature to our knowl-
edge but essential for benchmarking future experiments.

In Fig. 3(c) we show the ES as a function of V1. We find
that there are two clearly distinct phases, represented by
the shaded and unshaded regions. For V1 . 2W we ob-
serve a phase with a dense ES and a correlation length ξ
which diverges as the MPS bond dimension χ is increased
[see inset in Fig. 3(c)], which indicates the iDMRG is not
converged in χ. This divergence is the expected behav-
ior for a metallic phase,55,56 because the logarithmically
divergent entanglement of a metal requires an MPS with
χ → ∞. In contrast, for V1 & 2W , ξ is well converged
with χ, indicating the state is gapped. The contrasting
behavior of ξ is shown in inset in Fig. 3(c), which indi-
cates a direct phase transition between a metal (shaded)
and a FCI (unshaded). Using Eq. (3), the entire FCI
region V1 & 2W is found to have a robust Hall conduc-
tivity σH = e2/3h. The existence of a metallic phase for
V1 . 2W is expected from a perturbative renormaliza-
tion group perspective,57 since the Fermi-liquid state is
expected to be robust until V1 ∼W . Note that ξ remains
constant in the entire FCI region, with no apparent di-
vergence as the transition is approached; presumably this
indicates the transition is first-order. For large V1 we find
no other singularities in the ES, implying that the FCI
state is stable up to arbitrary interaction strength, con-
sistent with ED results on small clusters2,13,15,21. There-
fore, our numerical results rule out the appearance of any
intermediate competing phases.

A related open question is the stability towards NNN
interactions V2. Preliminary tests indicate that for V1 =
t1 the state survives up to moderate V2 . W , although
further study is needed to assess the complete phase di-
agram as a function of V1,2. Finally, at V1 = t1 we have
also checked the FCI phase remains for several values of
the band parameters t2, φ tuned away from the flatness-
optimized point.
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Figure 3. (Color online) a) Finite size scaling of the von
Neumann and infinite Renyi entropies as a function of cylin-
der circumference L for V1 = t1. They extrapolate to the
values γVN = 0.50 and γ∞ = 0.587 respectively. The theoret-
ically expected value γ = 1

2
log 3 is indicated by an horizontal

dashed line. b) Momentum resolved entanglement spectrum
of the GS at Φy = 2π for V1 = t1 showing the CFT edge the-
ory counting {1, 1, 2, 3, 5, · · · } for each QL sector (labelled by
different colors). The dashed lines enclose the QL = 0 sector
counting for clarity. c) Entanglement spectrum εα as a func-
tion of V1/t1 with the same color coding as in b). The left
shaded region is a metallic state (M) while the right unshaded
region corresponds to the FCI state. Inset: Correlation length
ξ in units of a as a function of V1/t1 for different χ. The sharp
discontinuity at V1 ∼ 2W signals a direct M-FCI phase tran-
sition.

VI. CONCLUSIONS.

We have characterized the fermionic Chern and frac-
tional Chern insulator on the Haldane model within
iDMRG on an infinite cylinder. This numerical tech-
nique enabled us to fully characterize these states by di-
rectly accessing (i) chiral properties of the state, i.e. its
Hall conductivity and entanglement spectrum spectral
flow and (ii) topological properties of the FCI state, in-
cluding its finite size entanglement scaling, the charge of
the anyons and the counting of the entanglement spec-
trum. We have also exemplified how to access different
topologically degenerate ground states via flux insertion
and shown that the state is robust against band mixing
or modifying the optimal parameters. We have presented
for the first time the first order character of the metal to
FCI transition from a sharp discontinuity in both the
correlation length and the entanglement spectrum. Fur-
thermore, our numerical results rule out the appearance
of other competing phases, establishing a benchmark for
future experiments.
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Appendix A: Computing the quasiparticle charge
and topological spin

In this section we review how to extract the quasipar-
ticle charge and topological spin from iDMRG. For a de-
tailed discussion we refer the reader to Refs. 42, 43, and
58 which we follow closely.
Consider the infinite cylinder of Fig. 1(a) of the main
text. Topologically, the cylinder is equivalent to a sphere
with two holes, each of which carries a quasiparticle a for
a given topologically non-trivial FCI groundstate |GSa〉.
A rotation of the cylinder along the finite direction y ro-
tates the two quasiparticles simultaneously in opposite
directions and thus the overlap between the final rotated
state and the initial state is one, since such a rotation is
a global symmetry.
However, suppose we cut the cylinder into two semi-
infinite halves L and R. The translation operator which
rotates the cylinder factors into its action for each halve
T̂ = TL ⊗ TR. By ‘adiabatically’ rotating the right halve
R through Ly unit cells, the corresponding quasiparticle
will acquire a Berry phase θa = e2πiha where θa is known
as the topological spin38,59. To accomplish an adiabatic
rotation on a lattice, it was argued in Ref. 42 that we can
compute a discrete Berry connection for rotating R by
one unit cell, 〈GSa|TR |GSa〉. The discrete Berry phase
was argued to take the form

λa ≡ 〈GSa|TR |GSa〉Ly

= exp
[
2πi

(
ha −

c−
24

)
− αLy

]
(A1)

ha is the desired topological spin, c− is the chiral central
charge of the edge CFT, and α ∈ C is generically a non-
universal constant which is independent of a. From this
expression it is therefore apparent that it is possible to
extract ha if one has access to the different groundstates

labelled by a.

arg

[
λa
λa′

]
= 2π (ha − ha′) , (A2)

where the arg function gives the argument of a given
complex number. In iDMRG a given topologically
degenerate groundstate |GSa〉 evolves into a different
|GSa′〉 when a flux quantum is inserted. The number
of topologically distinct |GSa〉 sectors is obtained by
observing when a unit charge has been pumped through
the boundary between L and R, or equivalently, when
the entanglement spectrum has mapped into the original
zero flux spectrum with a unit shift in the charge
quantum number q discussed in the main text.
With each inserted flux quantum we pump a quasi-
particle through the boundary we effectively measure
the difference between two given quasiparticle charges.
Therefore, the quasiparticle charge qa is directly given
by
〈
QL
〉
mod 143.

For the 1/3-Laughlin state quasiparticles, relevant to
our work we label the anyons with an integer a =
{−1, 0, 1}. The quasiparticle charge and topological spin
are given by qa = (a + 1/2)/3 and ha = (a + 1/2)2/6
mod 1 respectively. A technical point in order here is
that the 1/2 factor takes into account fermionic periodic
boundary conditions. Note that the qa − qa′ = 0,±1/3
mod 1 and that |ha − ha′ | = 0, 1/3 mod 1.
From the above we can now read off the quasiparticle
charge and topological spin for the 1/3-Laughlin FCI
state from the iDMRG GS. In particular for L = 2Ly =
12 and χ = 800 we obtain that the quasiparticle charges
are: 〈

QL(Φy)
〉∣∣

Φy=0
= 0.503 ∼ (a+ 1

2 )

3

∣∣∣∣
a=1

=
1

2〈
QL(Φy)

〉∣∣
Φy=2π

= 0.154 ∼ (a+ 1
2 )

3

∣∣∣∣
a=0

=
1

6
(A3)

〈
QL(Φy)

〉∣∣
Φy=4π

= −0.154 ∼ (a+ 1
2 )

3

∣∣∣∣
a=−1

= −1
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which agree with the expected value. It is simple to check
also that indeed qa− qa′ ' 0,±1/3 mod 1. For the topo-
logical spin on the other hand we obtain (with the same
parameters) :

1

2π
arg

[
λΦy=2π

λΦy=0

]
= 0.36 (A4)

This should be compared to h1 − h0 = 1/3.
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